Ponder why Jeff Daniels is in town

Find a new reason to ask for transparency

Admire our hometown art star

Count down the days until Alamo Drafthouse opens

Draw your own conclusions about Adam Sandler

Go to couples-therapy dance class

Get goose bumps from Idina Menzel

Watch some high-speed toe tapping

Watch a prehistoric friendship form

Listen to Mary and Mary discuss drugs
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In the caption for the Alamo Drafthouse opening, it reads:

After years of waiting, the San Francisco branch of Alamo Drafthouse Cinema is finally here. Well, close, anyway. It will open in late fall, but we can almost taste the microbrew and see the blockbusters. In the meantime, here are some stats to keep you semi-satiated.

22 YEARS since the New Mission movie palace was shuttered in 1993.
5 SCREENS (one for box office, rest are used for in-office viewing)
70 FEET to the top of the New Mission marquee (breathtakingly restored by Drafthouse crew.
28 LOCAL BEERS ON TAP along with wine — plus a variety of spices from the mind of Resident manager Lisa Shrummen. Yes, please.
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